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Introduction

Flooring…If you’re a first-time homeowner, urban sophisticate or an avid
DIY enthusiast, it can be a journey filled with indecision and confusion. The
options can feel endless: Some are perfectly suited to your budget, while
others are totally out of the question.
The secret?

We want you to avoid that head vs heart vs pocket kind of conflict.
Our simple, no-nonsense buyer’s guide helps you navigate these potentially
stormy seas. It makes for pleasant sailing by answering commonly asked
questions and providing trustworthy information

.

S o m a ny c h o i c e s — H ow d o I d e c i d e ?

We follow a few key guiding principles:
Our goal is to equip you with the knowledge to help you choose the best flooring
•

Can you see yourself enjoying your chosen flooring for many years to
come (think 10-20 years)?

•

What products do you and your spouse/ business partner / mother
agree on? Explore those.

•

What is your budget?

In fact, we wrote a comprehensive pricing guide to help you with proper
budgeting when choosing the right flooring solution. You can download
it here.

solution. The Top Carpets and Floors buyer’s guide demystifies the flooring
selection process and will give you helpful suggestions as you walk this exciting
journey.
There is so much that goes into flooring it can be hard to make heads and tails
of it, so we’ve compiled this guide to help you on your flooring journey. In it, we
cover the pros and cons of each, what they are, and how you can make the best
decision according to your specific needs.
Without further ado, let’s dive in.
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Carpets

Carpets have been around for centuries; they’ve certainly withstood the test of
time over the years. They have the ability to ooze luxury, elegance and comfort.
But they also battle a modern history of impossible to remove stains and pet
hair. It’s so important to consider what you want to achieve with a new carpet,
what location it will be in and how much traffic this area receives before making
your decision.

Commercial vs Residential
We divide carpets into two major categories: Commercial and Residential. The
differences between them are clear from a visual perspective.
If a luxuriously velvety look and feel are what you want, Commercial carpet is
perhaps not something you should consider. Commercial carpets are made for
durability. It has to withstand the wear and tear from foot traffic and cannot look
worn. Depending on the type of foot traffic (think hospitals or hotel lobbies), the
face fibre (the actual visible carpet fibre) needs to be strong and pull-resistant.
On the other hand, Residential carpet can be soft and add a touch of luxury to
any room. It’s specifically designed to enhance and compliment your home’s
features and finishes.
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Carpet pros

Carpet cons

•

Carpets can be a safer option than hard flooring for families with toddlers

•

The versatility of carpets makes it easy to mismatch colours and quality.

and/or elderly family members.

•

Some carpets can stain easily.

The cushioning effect of a carpet can prevent or lessen the severity of

•

Spills need immediate attention.

injuries. It is also joint-friendly.

•

Regular maintenance is a must if the carpet is to keep its maximum benefits.

•

•

If you are conscious about energy saving, carpets are a good option. The
natural insulation a carpet provides makes it ideal for a home with underfloor heating. A carpet can also allow for energy savings of up to 10% in
winter.

•

Carpets are a natural dust trap and can improve the quality of indoor 		
air! The German Asthma Foundation shows that carpets retain dust particles
better than any other flooring type.

•

Carpets are easy to maintain. Invest in a reputable vacuum cleaner, clean up
spills promptly and have the carpet cleaned by professionals every 12–18
months to keep it in excellent condition. Remember to follow your warranty
conditions!

•

Carpets absorb sounds and can improve your acoustics.
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C a r p e t p i l e : H e r e ’s eve r y t h i ng yo u

H ow t o c h o o s e t h e r i g h t c a r p e t

n e e d t o k n ow
The carpet you choose will be with you for a long time, so here are a few things
Carpets are made up of an upper layer of textile (pile) that attaches to the

to consider before you decide:

backing. A variety of fibres can make up this pile; this material could be polyester,
nylon, polypropylene and wool. The pile comprises twisted tufts that maintain

•

Location: This is the single biggest consideration for selecting the
right carpet. Think about whether your carpet will be in a low or high

their structure once they have been heat-treated.

traffic area. While most carpets today are well made and durable,

You get several pile types, they are:

remember that they look different at different angles.
•

Children and/or pets in the home: Just because you have children
or pets does not mean that you cannot have beautiful carpets! However,

Cut pile: The fibre loops are cut,

Frieze pile: This is a type of cut pile

leaving yarn tufts. This is the most

with twisted yarns that are heat set

popular carpet type for its versatility. A

in position. It tends to show fewer

key consideration is this pile does show

footprints.

you must decide on the stain resistance and ease of maintenance
qualities you need.
•

Other important considerations:

footprints.

•

Budget.

		

•

Anti-microbial qualities (Top Carpets and Floors 			
offer the exclusive Healthier Living Protection).

Loop pile: There are no exposed yarn

Saxony pile: This dense pile is made

tips in this pile. This means the carpet is

with tightly packed yarn tufts. Although

		

•

Durability.

durable and wear-resistant.

it is versatile, the pile shows footprints.

		

•

Stain resistance.

		

•

Warranties.

Plush pile: This pile is made from

Textured pile: This cut pile is made

untwisted tufts packed together to

from twisted yarn tufts that create a

form a smooth surface. The pile shows

textured surface. It masks footprints.

footprints.
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Your chosen carpet will be with you for many years to come. It will see
you grow older and make memories with you. Take time when making this
decision. It is a big one.

Top Carpets & Floors has a wide range of carpets that can match
just about any style and budget. Click here to take a browse.
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Tiles

Tiles. The options can be endless and have the ability to result in a neverending loop of indecision around colours, size, texture and price. Hands up if
you’ve ever been there?
But, tiles are a good choice if you’re looking for flooring that’s easy to clean
and maintain.

Ceramic vs porcelain

To help you choose the right tile you can use the tile grading system listed below:

T i l e g r a d i ng s y s t e m s
The Porcelain Enamel Institute (PEI) has created the accepted rating system for
tiles. It grades tiles from 0 to 5.
The rating depends on tile hardness. Ceramic floor tiles are 3–4, while Porcelain
floor tiles are 3–5.

The two types of tiles you will come across are: ceramic and porcelain.
One of the key differences between them is how they are made:
•

•

Porcelain tiles are made from a specific type of clay, finely-ground sand and
feldspar and are fired at high temperatures which then result in a denser (and
therefore less porous) and more durable than ceramic.
Ceramic tiles are made from a natural clay, which is fired first to remove the
water content from the clay, only after this is the pattern and glaze applied.

While you can use either ceramic or porcelain tiles for flooring, tile strength is also
important. It’s determined by composition and the duration and temperature of firing.

Use the ratings to choose the right tiles for different areas of your home:
PEI 0: No foot traffic (wall tiles)
PEI 1: Very light traffic (e.g. bathroom)
PEI 2: Light traffic (e.g. bathroom and bedroom)
PEI 3: Light to moderate traffic (suitable for most domestic floors)
PEI 4: Moderate to heavy traffic (suitable for domestic floors and some commercial uses)
PEI 5: Heavy traffic (suitable for all domestic and commercial uses with heavy footfall)
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Tile pros
•
•
•
•
•
•

Tiled floors are hygienic and easy to maintain.
Tiles are durable and hard-wearing.
Tiles are cool in summer.
Tile floors are economical and affordable.
Tiles are water-resistant.
Tile flooring can handle high volumes of foot traffic.

Tile cons
•
•
•
•
•
•

Grout lines may require maintenance to prevent stains and mildew build-up.
Tile temperatures vary according to the season. In winter, they may make a
home feel colder.
Tile hardness means that they can destroy or damage objects that fall on them.
Tiles can chip or crack when objects fall on them.
Because tile flooring is hard, it can put pressure on joints—especially in elderly
people and pets.
Slipping hazards can be a concern, particularly in homes with children and the
elderly.
While Top Carpets and Floors doesn’t stock

H ow t o c h o o s e t h e r i g h t t i l e s

tiles, we do stock a wide variety of flooring
solutions that can be tailored to your needs.

Tiles can add a pop of colour and a modern, sleek finish to just about any
room, so here are a few things you should consider before buying your tiles:
•
•
•
•

Click here to have a browse.

Why do I need tile flooring in that area?
What overall look and feel am I going for with my home?
Do I need my tiles to complement or match to achieve the style I want?
Do my tiles need to be hard-wearing, or will I place them in areas with light
foot traffic?
11
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Laminates

Laminate flooring has come a long way since first hitting the
market in Europe in 1984. It comes in a wide variety of styles
that can easily match just about any budget.
It’s no surprise then that it’s grown in popularity for many
businesses and homes across the country. It’s a durable and
affordable product that can add value and aesthetic appeal to any
office or home.

What is laminate f looring?
Laminate flooring is a manufactured product with uniquely durable
features. It is inexpensive and prefinished. It’s also simple to install—
most styles have planks snap together. No glue or fasteners required!
It contains no solid wood in its construction at all. A laminate floor’s
surface pattern is a photograph printed on the material. A clear
protective layer covers that photographic layer. An inner core layer
separates the photographic layer from the backing.
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Laminate pros
•

Some laminates are waterproof and even stain proof
(see, for example, the Designer Collection ranges like
the Legacy Reserve).

•

They’re easy to install.

•

It’s an allergy-free product.

•

It’s durable and suitable for family homes.

•

They’re easy to clean and maintain.

•

Many types of laminates are eco-friendly.

•

It’s suitable for homes with children and pets.

Laminate cons
•

You will need to have a level floor if you want to have
these planks installed. In most cases, screeding is required
too.

•

Since laminates are a natural product, they may expand
and contract with temperature fluctuations.

•

Laminate flooring is not suitable for homes that are not
used for extended periods.

•

Without a proper underlay, laminates can be noisy underfoot.

•

We cannot use laminates in areas where there is moisture
(kitchens, bathrooms), unless they are treated.

•
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Laminate flooring should not be exposed to direct sunlight.

H ow t o c h o o s e t h e r i g h t l a m i n a t e f l o o r i ng
Choosing laminate flooring can be a confusing process; but there are a few really
important considerations to keep in mind as you’re doing your research:
Budget. As with any buying decision, the budget will always be a key consideration
to keep in mind. We actually also have a comprehensive pricing guide to help you
budget correctly for your flooring needs. You can click here to download it.

We recommend you use nothing less than AC 3. In fact, at Top Carpets and
Floors, we don’t stock anything less than AC 3 - AC 5, as we want our clients to
have only the best quality flooring for many happy years to come.
Underlay. A critical part of any flooring solution you choose is the correct
underlay. There are different types of underlay that are better suited for different
types of flooring. Your flooring company can help guide you through this process.

Room. We speak a lot about considering the room your flooring will be installed
in, and, for good reason, we promise. Once you know what room you will be
installing your flooring in, you will know what rating laminate you need. (Read on
to find out more about ratings).
AC Rating. The European Producers of Laminate Flooring (EPLF) developed the
Abrasion Criteria (AC) rating. This rating system enables us to determine the
durability and the recommended usage level of different laminate floor types.
The AC rating represents a laminate’s resistance to abrasion, impact, stains and
cigarette burns. It also shows what they have tested the product for. For example,
we test laminates for their resistance to the effects of furniture legs, castors and
swelling along their edges.
Use the ratings to choose the correct laminate type for your home:
AC 1: Residential, moderate traffic: Suitable for bedrooms or guest rooms
AC 2: Residential, general traffic: Suitable for living rooms or dining rooms

We have a wide range of laminate flooring
solutions that can match just about any style and
budget. You can click here to take a look.

AC 3: Residential, heavy traffic: Suitable for all areas
AC 4: Commercial, moderate traffic: Hotel rooms, small office
AC 5: Commercial, general traffic: Office, boutique, café
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V i ny l
If you’re in the market for a stylish flooring solution that’s durable and
easy to maintain, look no further than vinyl.

W hy v i ny l f l o o r i ng ?
Even though it has been around for years, this versatile product has been
modernised and improved to comply with technological advancements and the
latest fashionable flooring trends.
If you’re thinking, ‘But what about the price?’ we hear you, and we’re happy to
let you know that this true all-rounder is affordable! Vinyl flooring offers you a
variety of luxury products that are available to suit everyone’s pocket.
Luxury vinyl flooring has also become a popular household choice because it
doesn’t look “cheap.” Modern technologies mean luxury vinyl tile resembles
natural stone and hardwood flooring with realistic looking textures and amazing
visual depth.
The flooring’s visual versatility means you can unleash your creativity and combine
different looks (hardwood, stone, or tile) in your home using one type of floor!
Need more convincing? We’re happy to oblige! Vinyl flooring is suitable for both
high-moisture and high-traffic areas of your home. How’s that for durability?
If you’re ready to take the plunge, let’s look at the types of vinyl flooring available
to you.
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L u x u r y v i ny l p l a n k s :

L u x u r y v i ny l p l a n k p r o s

S t i c k d ow n , C l i c k , W PC & S P C
Okay, don’t let the vinyl plank options overwhelm you – we’re going to break
them down!

S t i c k d ow n

•
•
•
•
•

The name describes precisely what you do with these very popular planks: You
simply glue them directly onto the floor.

Luxury vinyl planks are hygienic.
The planks are easy to clean: Damp mopping is usually all that is required.
The planks are stain-resistant.
The planks can be used in high-moisture areas of the home (your
bathrooms and kitchen, for example).
Luxury vinyl planks are comfortable to walk on and are generally quiet 		
under foot.

L u x u r y v i ny l p l a n k c o n s
Click
The planks click into place and are connected by various interlocking systems
(the systems vary from product to product).

•
•

Wo o d p l a s t i c c o m p o s i t e s ( W PC s )
Wood plastic composites (WPCs) are 100% waterproof and the interlocking tiles
are DIY-friendly! Because they are made from a thicker board, they make for a
more stable installation.
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•

•

Stone plastic composites (SPCs)

•

Stone plastic composites (SPCs) boast the latest advanced technologies that do
an incredible job of mimicking natural wood and stone but at a lower cost. Much
like WPCs, SPCs are of a thicker construction. The stone composite core makes
this product the least likely of all vinyl ranges to shrink and expand.

•
•
•

You will need to have a level floor if you want to have these planks
installed. In most cases, screeding is required too.
Since the planks are subject to extreme temperature changes, you will n o t
be able to install this product in any home that is locked up for extended
periods.
If you live somewhere where temperatures vary considerably, you need to
be aware that the planks are subject to slight expansion and contraction,
regardless of their construction.
If you lay the planks on concrete floors (which contain moisture), this can
cause the planks to lift.
While these floors are waterproof, you cannot leave them under water for
extended periods.
Placing heavy furniture on the planks can dent them, and dragging furniture
can scratch or scuff the product.
There is no international rating system for this type of flooring.
LVT flooring should not be exposed to direct sunlight.
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L u x u r y v i ny l t i l e s a n d s h e e t i ng
Vinyl tiles and sheeting is a great choice for commercial and institutional
applications. Since the 1980s, the vinyl floor tiles and sheet flooring we use
consists of coloured PVC chips that form solid sheets of varying thicknesses
(with 2 mm being the most common) when exposed to heat and pressure.
Floor tiles are cut into modular shapes such as 30 cm × 30 cm squares. They are
applied to a smooth, levelled sub-floor using a specially formulated adhesive that
remains pliable. Special materials and equipment are used to buff and wax some
of the tiles installed in commercial applications.
We tend to use today’s vinyl floor tile in high-traffic areas. It is especially appealing
because of its low cost, ease of maintenance, and durability. These tiles are
resilient and can withstand abrasion and impact. They can also be repeatedly
refinished with chemical strippers and mechanical buffing equipment.

L u x u r y v i ny l t i l e s a n d s h e e t i ng p r o s
•
•
•
•
•
•

Perfect for commercial installation.
Ideally suited to the needs and demands of healthcare institutions,
schools, and factories.
Hard-wearing and durable.
Simple to clean and maintain.
Available in large rolls or tiles – making this floor type ideal for large,
open areas.
Easy installation process.

L u x u r y v i ny l t i l e s a n d s h e e t i ng c o n s
•
•
•

If the substrate is not level, blemishes appear on the flooring’s surface.
If the flooring is damaged, it can be difficult to repair.
If you lay the product on concrete floors which contain moisture, this can
cause the product to lift.
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C u s h i o n v i ny l f l o o r i n g
Cushion vinyl is incredibly easy to fit and install. Since the sheets are available
in two, three, or four-metre widths, no unsightly seams are visible upon
installation. The simple installation process makes for a professional finish any
homeowner will be proud to show off!

C u s h i o n v i ny l p r o s
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
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You can choose from an array of colours, patterns, and finishes (including
wood and stone finishes).
This flooring type is available in realistic natural looks, especially if you’re
going for a wood or stone aesthetic.
The wood finish, in particular, lends warmth to any room.
You can use the tile finish in your kitchen for a classic look without that coldtile feel, especially in winter.
Cushion vinyl is warm and comfortable.
It is super quiet and absorbs all noise! This is a useful attribute for anyone
with noisy, stomping toddlers or for those who live in apartments.
This flooring is waterproof and can, therefore, be used in any room, including
the bathroom or kitchen.
Cushion vinyl is low-maintenance – requiring only a quick sweep and mop to
maintain its condition (no special cleaning products necessary). All traces of
mud, dirt, and debris are quickly and easily removable – an especially useful
benefit if you have muddy pets, toddlers, or teens running around the house!
Cushion vinyl is suitable for any domestic installation. It is durable and hardwearing because of its tough, protective coating, which does not stain easily
nor bleach in direct sunlight. Heavy furniture can cause indentations.

C u s h i o n v i ny l c o n s
•
•
•
•
•

Cushion vinyl can be difficult to repair if it is damaged.
Cushion vinyl is suitable only for domestic installation.
Some cushion vinyl is subjected to chemical stains.
The disposal process is not eco-friendly.ective coating, which does not stain
easily nor
bleach in direct sunlight.

We have a wide range of vinyl flooring options
that can match just about any style and budget.
You can click here to take a look.

H ow t o c h o o s e t h e r i g h t v i ny l f o r yo u
The choices of vinyl are endless, so here are a few things to keep top of mind
before you choose:
Wear layer thickness. This refers to the make up of vinyl flooring. A key
consideration for selecting the right vinyl flooring is the wear thickness layer. This
specifically refers to the physical layers of material that form the structure of the
flooring. Generally vinyl flooring is made up of: a backing, a core vinyl layer, the
print layer, the wear layer, and then a top coating to protect against scratching
and UV rays.
The wear layer thickness helps us to understand different levels of durability. We
recommend your wear layer being nothing less than 2mm.
Style. Variety can often create so much confusion, so the best question to answer
then is what look are you trying to achieve? Are you going for a hardwood, stone,
or tile aesthetic?
Budget. Having a clear budget in mind can help ease the buying process. In fact,
we’ve also compiled a pricing guide that contains detailed costing and descriptions
of what flooring actually costs. You can access the guide here.
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Ke y t a ke aw ay s

At the end of the day, your choice will be determined by what appeals
to you most, so narrow these down and take the next step from there.
•
•
•

•

Do not plan for the future. It is impossible to know what will be in
vogue five, 10 or 20 years from now.
With all the options available, it is possible to achieve both your
functional and your inspirational (aesthetic) goals.
Choose a flooring option based on your lifestyle. Do you regularly
entertain guests? Do you have a frenetic household with children
and pets?
As a style conscious consumer, reconsider options that ‘last
forever’. Remember that luxury vinyl tiles, for instance, can change
and adapt to trends, making them ideal for someone who wants
		
to
update the look and feel of their home every so often.

If you want a no-fuss quote, click the button below, and one of our
flooring experts will get in touch with you within 24hrs.

Request a Quote
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